LIST OF CHARACTERS – EXPANSION PACK #4
(7 optional)

(3 females, 3 males, 1 either)

EXPANSION PACK #4 PLAYERS

THE WICKED
WOLF
Resident of Mystic
Mountains
Optional either

MEDULA

Resident of Silver Tree
Forest
Optional female

ELSIE

Resident of Gullyshire
Kingdom
Optional female

THE HUNTER
Queen Black’s Hunter
Optional male

THE
GODMOTHER
Resident of Gullyshire
Kingdom
Optional female

KRISTOPHER

Resident of Gullyshire
Kingdom
Optional male

PINE O. KIO

Resident of Gullyshire
Kingdom
Optional male
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The Wicked Wolf used to be the villain of Mystic Mountains until
mysterious monsters invaded the territory. To everyone’s shock, the
Wicked Wolf allied with Magnificent to assist in the eradication of the
monsters. Nonetheless, the monsters are growing in number with each
passing day. Magnificent and the wolf are growing tired and will
eventually lose the fight.

Werewolf costume.

Medula is a foul serpent-like creature that lives in Silver Tree Forest in
an isolated cave. She doesn’t bother anybody, but when people bother
her…they live to regret it. If you lock eyes with Medula, she will capture
your facial features and leave you without a face. You do not want to be
on Medula’s bad side!

Wig with snakes for
hair or dreadlocks. If
you have the ability,
paint snakeskin on
your forehead for an
awesome snake-like
effect. Flowing green
or gold Egyptian style
gown.

Elsie is from the forgotten land of Aragon that was destroyed many
years ago by tumultuous ice storms. Elsie, a former princess, moved to
Gullyshire and lives a rather humble existence as an ice sculptor. Elsie
has the power of ice magic and is known to have quite a temper.

Blue metallic gown,
blonde or blue hair in
a braid or any ice
princess costume.

The Hunter is Queen Black’s loyal bounty hunter and spy. She uses
The Hunter for covert missions to spy on other territories and to hunt for
people that are evading the queen. The Hunter has the ability to
transform into a raven at will and is nearly unstoppable. The Hunter
serves Queen Black and will do anything that he is asked to do.

Medieval huntsman
costume.

The Godmother is the Queen of all Fairies in the Enchanted Realm.
With her primary residence in Gullyshire Kingdom, she keeps the royal
family abreast of how things are going across the realm. The
Godmother knows everything about magic yet is not the most powerful
in the realm.

Princess fairy
costume.

Kristopher is a horse and unicorn stable attendant for the royal family of
Gullyshire Kingdom. A prior resident of Aragon with the former Princess
Elsie, he fled to the Enchanted Realm after his land succumbed to ice
storms.

Medieval attire for a
stable boy / mountain
man.

Pine O. Kio is a cursed man whose legs were turned to pine after his
father, a master swordsmith, refused to make a controversial sword for
someone free of charge. Pine walks with an awkward stiffness, but has
made the best of his handicap, nonetheless. He hopes that one day,
the curse will be broken, and he will feel his own legs again.

Casual attire and be
ready to walk very
awkwardly!

